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To

All Regional Managers,
APSRTC.

Sub:- HSD OIL BUNK PROBLEMS - Development of web based software to
monitor HSD oil Bunk problems at Depots - Implementation of software -
Reg.

During inspections of the depots, It is observed the oil bunk problems. are
unattended several days leading to HSDoil shortages and other problems. Depot Managers
expressed that Bunk problems are not being rectified by oil companies in spite of lot
of correspondence with them.

In order to overcome the oil bunk problems, IT Department has developed
a web based software to monitor the depot wise oil bunk problems from head office
and also by oil company. representatives. The following is the procedure to
implement the above software at the depots.

PROCEDUREAT DEPOT:

1. Login www.apsrtcinfo.com select "MED" tab and select "HSD OIL BUNK
PROBLEM" tab and the following menu will be data entry screen.

2. DEPOT HSD OIL BUNK PROBLEMSDATA ENTRY - The Bunk problem details to
be entered in the depot computer system ..

3~ DEPOT HSDOIL BUNK PROBLEMSUPDATION DETAILSDATA ENTRY - The details
of work done by the Company Representative to be entered in the depot
computer system after rectification of the problems.

4. Depot-wise and Vendor-wise HSD oil Bunk problem reports can be generated
as and when required at DepotiRegion/Zone/Head Office.

5. Individual Depot HSD oil Bunk problems for a period can be generated for
analysis.

Hence, it is requested to instruct the Depot Managers to utilize the web based software
at all the depots for feeding the oil bunk problems so as to review the same at Head Office
level and early rectification by oil companies.

Copy to FA& CAO& all ED/Zones for Infn.
Copy to All the Dy.CM£s/Dy.CAOs/AOsof Regionsand all the Depot Managers for n/a.
Copy to All the RCGs/SystemIncharges for necessary action at depots.


